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Smile design- Beauty, art and science

A systematic and well-organized approach and is required to evaluate, diagnose and resolve esthetic problems to have a 
predictable outcome. It is of prime importance that the final result is not dependent only on the looks alone. Our ultimate 

goal as clinicians is to achieve pleasing composition in the smile by creating an arrangement of various esthetic elements. This 
article reviews the various principles that govern the art of smile designing. The literature search was done using PubMed 
search and Medline. This article will provide a basic knowledge to the reader to bring out a functional stable smile. Dentistry 
has always been aware of the importance of dental esthetics but recently the patients and many dentists have emphasized this 
branch of dentistry because of the high value, society gives to a person’s appearance. The development of new techniques 
and restorative materials to meet this new demand has allowed a greater number of treatment options capable of improving 
or restoring the natural appearance of teeth. These options are becoming more simple and conservative. Modern Cosmetic 
Dentistry and the advent of new materials and techniques have transformed the way people think about their smiles and 
each other. Smiles convey warmth, confidence, social status and career success. Best of all, smiles help you feel good about 
yourself. Today you can trust your smile to a new brand of cosmetic dentist - an artist who understands exactly what you want 
in a smile, why you wear it as your most important accessory, and how to protect it through the ages. As one of this regions’ 
most celebrated cosmetic dentists, Dr. Ostler gives you the warmth, experience, and passion that you want and deserve in 
a good cosmetic dentist. Nothing compares to a confident attractive smile. It’s there when you laugh, when you greet, say 
thank you, or express a happy thought. Your smile is your most important social bonding gesture, and your most important 
professional announcement - it tells others who you are. In short, your smile sells you! Give your smile that Picture Perfect 
look of confidence, beauty and health - because when you feel good about yourself, people are naturally attracted to that! 
Give your smile that Picture Perfect look of... Confidence, Beauty and Health! This article reviews the various principles and 
technique that govern the art of smile designing. The literature search was done using PubMed search and Medline. This article 
will provide a basic knowledge to the reader to bring out a functional stable smile. Some clinical cases will be presented to 
establish the above-mentioned procedures. The patient loves new smile and teeth and feels they fit his/her personality and idea 
of perfection. After above-mentioned procedure, we are able to correct all of the patient’s concerns and achieve a great cosmetic 
result depending on the socioeconomic conditions of South East Asia. The procedure was smooth and predictable by following 
the proper protocol.
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